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ABSTRACT 
 
Eddy current method based on the reverse magnetostrictive effect (Villari effect) can be applied 
for estimation of applied and residual stresses in ferromagnetic steel components. Proposed 
method is based on magnetic anisotropy changes of the material under stresses due to the 
rearrangement of the magnetic domains. For stress measurement special eddy current (EC) 
probes with separated driving and pick-up coils were developed. Investigations were carried out 
with application of the conventional testing machine for tensile loading and the specially 
developed tool for four-point loading. From results obtained some specific properties were 
determined: the invariance feature in relation to structural state of the material and the 
magnetic-mechanical hysteresis existence. The knowledge elicitation about the mentioned above 
invariance feature can create the outlook for stress measurement independently of structural 
state as opposed to other known magnetic methods based on techniques for coercivity or 
Barkhausen noise measurements.   
Proposed method of stress measurement was applied in practice for estimation of operational 
stresses distributed in the oil-trunk pipelines. Other perspective application is the residual 
stresses evaluation in the vicinity of the welding. Proposed method was successfully applied for 
estimation of stresses in the steel bridge framework during the launching to the pillars. In last 
application the risk to lose the balance between the bridge framework walls, when the sliding 
operations were done, was minimized. 
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1. Introduction  
  
Applied and residual stresses can influence on the operable state of the steel structures and 
components. Different methods have been developed to estimate the stress state in many 
applications [1,2]. One of the most critical applications is concerned with the measurement of the 
residual stress distribution near the welding joints [3]. For this purpose different magnetic 
methods (for example - magnetic Barkhausen noise or coercive field strength techniques) based 
on the reverse magnetostrictive effect can be applied [4-6]. In these methods the constant 
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magnetic fields were applied for stress measurements. The methods based on magnetic 
anisotropy sensors and alternating electromagnetic field application also can be proposed for 
stress measurements in steel components [4-6]. 
In this paper the investigations of eddy current method for stress measurements were presented. 
Eddy current method is based on magnetic anisotropy changes of the ferrous material under 
stresses due to the rearrangement of the magnetic domains [7,8]. For stress measurement special 
eddy current (EC) probes with unaxial driving and pick-up coils were developed [9]. Some 
results of EC stress measurements in practice will be presented. 
    
2. Instrumentation and specimen   
 
Investigations were carried out with application of the conventional testing machine for tensile 
loading and the specially developed tool for four-point loading by pure bending scheme (Fig.1). 
In last case the uniform area of stress distribution was created between the points of the force (P 
on Fig. 1b) imposition. For this loading scheme the tensile and compressive stresses were 
obtained on different sides of specimen. Investigated 09G2S steel specimen was 450 mm long, 8 
mm thick and 60 mm wide. Investigated specimen was annealed to remove residual stresses 
before loading. Low frequency double differential MDF 1801 type EC probe with 18 mm 
operational diameter was situated in the middle area of the specimen. VD 3.81 type EC flaw 
detector was applied for observation of the signal response changes during the loading and 
subsequent unloading and for signal amplitude measurements [10]. The stress value was 
measured by indicator which indicates the deformation of specimen in central point (Fig. 1a). 
Indicator was calibrated preliminarily (before the investigations) by force dynamometer.  
 

 
a 

 
 

 
 

 
b 

 
Fig. 1: Experimental machine with VD 3.81 type EC flaw detector (a)  

for four-point loading by pure bending scheme (b): a =100 mm, b = 200 mm. 
 
EC probe was mounted in middle part of specimen in unloaded state by spring to minimize the 
clearance between specimen surface and probe to zero. After that the EC probe signal response 
was balanced by conventional procedure. After the balancing the original point of signal 
response in complex plane on flaw detector display was located in the center (marked by number 
1 on Fig. 2). Then the specimen was loaded to create the tensile and compressive stresses up to 
225 MPa. Before the investigation the direction of hodograph for tensile loading was oriented to 
go vertically up.  
For investigation in the field conditions special prototype of MA (magnetic anisotropy) stress 
analyzer was developed (Fig. 2a). MA stress analyzer was supplied with spatial scheme for EC 
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probe balancing and internal accumulator. In this device amplitude-phase conversion of EC 
probe signal was applied to indicate the type of stress (tensile or compressive). MA stress 
analyzer was applied for investigation of 65G type steel specimen in different structural state 
with conventional tensile loading machine application (Fig. 2b). 
 

 
a 

 

 
b 

 
Fig. 2: MA stress analyzer (a) and investigations with tensile loading machine in Brescia (b). 

 
3. Results  
 
The EC signal response hodograph in complex plane on operational frequencies 5.0 kHz and 
50.0 kHz are presented on Fig. 3. One might notice that hodograph obtained for tensile and 
compressive stresses have opposite direction in complex plane. This peculiarity enables the 
indication of stress type (tensile or compressive).  
 

 

 
а 

 

 
b 

 

 
c 

 

 
d 

 
Fig. 3: Hodograph of EC probe signal response in complex plane for tensile (a,b)  

and compressive (c,d) stresses on operational frequencies 5.0 (а,c) and 50.0 (b,d) kHz.  
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The dependences of EC probe signal amplitude on the tensile and compressive stresses are 
presented on Fig. 4. The EC probe signal amplitudes were measured during loading trials up to 
225 MPa and subsequent unloading to fully-unloaded state. 
 

 
a 

 
b 

Fig. 4: Changes of EC probe signal amplitude during tensile (a) and compressive (b)  
loading (●) and subsequent unloading (○) on the operational frequency 5.0 kHz. 

 
Presented results (Fig. 4) demonstrate the sensitivity of double differential type EC probes to 
stresses and the magnetic-mechanical hysteresis existence. The nature of magnetic-mechanical 
hysteresis can be explained by influence of mechanical hysteresis combined with the influence of 
magnetic hysteresis. 
For next experiment two 65G type steel specimens were heat treated in different ways to obtain 
the different structural state. First specimen was annealed and second specimen was quenched 
with tempering. Quenched steel contains mainly troostite and martensite structures. Annealed 
steel contains mainly perlite and ferrite structures.   
 

 
 

Fig. 5: Dependences of EC probe signal U on tensile stress in annealed (∆)  
and quenched with tempering (○) states.  

 
Presented results (Fig. 5) demonstrate the invariance feature of magnetic anisotropy method in 
relation to structural state of the steel. In other words – magnetic anisotropy method is 
insensitive to structural state of steel.  It must be said that next investigations for other structural 
states and type of steels are needed to check this preliminary conclusion.  
 
4. The measurement of residual stressed in welding area 
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It is known that shrinkage, quenching and phase transformations during the welding process can 
create different distributions of residual stresses [3]. EC method based on magnetic anisotropy 
influence can be applied for estimation of residual stresses in welding. Next result was obtained 
by experimental pipeline application (168 mm in diameter and 22 m long with circular weld 
joints every 1000 mm).  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Distribution of residual stresses in tube circular welding obtained  
by magnetic anisotropy (1) and hole–drilling methods (2) methods.  

 
 

Presented results show the specific distribution of residual stresses in welding area [3]. The 
character of presented distribution (Fig. 6) was confirmed in a qualitative sense on the steel tube 
in Nardoni institute. 
 
5. Application of eddy current stress measurements during the bridge framework 
launching to the pillars 
 
Proposed magnetic anisotropy method of stress measurement was applied to estimate the balance 
between the different side walls during the bridge framework launching to the pillars to prevent 
possible disaster [11]. Method was tested during the launching the bridge framework during the 
building of the bridge across the Dnieper river in Kiev. For this purpose EC probes were 
mounted on the bridge framework wall directly in expansion pedestal area (Fig. 7). 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. EC probe for stress measurement mounted on the bridge framework wall.        
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Fig. 8 represents the process of bridge framework assembling before the launching of the bridge 
framework.  
  

 
 

Fig. 8: Steel bridge framework assembling.   
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